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October 20, 2014: Hiatus in Warming, ArcFc AmplificaFon, Extreme Events
Three paradoxes; sulphate cooling and solar cycle do not explain hiatus; links to La Nina and AMOC ocean
heat sequestraFon can; ArcFc warming accelerated during hiatus as did sea ice and snow cover retreat;

mid-‐laFtude extreme events increased; possible unified explanaFon;
present, future impacts of arcFc warming



David Rose, Daily Mail (UK) 12 January, 2013
Boykoff, M.T., Media discourse on the climate slowdown, Nature Climate Change, 4, 156-‐158, 2014,

published online 26 February 2014, doi: 10.1038/nclimate2156

“Hiatus” In Global Warming
Paradox #1: Why is global temperature constant when CO2 concentraFon is increasing?
Paradox #2: Why is ArcFc warming acceleraFng when global temperature is constant?
Paradox #3: Why are extreme events increasing when global temperature is constant?





Cherry-‐Picking?
StarFng from strong La Nina aher 1998 El Nino gives growth in Global Temperature

StarFng with El Nino does make temperature seem constant

Figure courtesy of Stefan Rahmstorf





Sulphate Cooling?
Mt. Pinatubo

In 1992, Mt. Pinatubo lihed Sulfur Dioxide high into the
stratosphere, where it produced aerosol parFcles that,
acFng like lille mirrors, reflected sunlight back into
space. A 2-‐year slowdown in warming followed. There
were no large volcanic explosions during the post-‐1998
hiatus, but the many smaller ones that did occur
populated a variable cooling layer in the stratosphere of
about 0.1 W/m2, not enough to cause the hiatus

Solomon, et al, The Persistently Variable “Background” Stratospheric Aerosol

layer and Global Climate Change, Science, 333, 866, 2011

1945-‐1975 Hiatus

SO2 cooling from N. America and Europe nearly
cancelled CO2 warming, unFl acid rain problem was
solved. Is SO2 cooling from East Asian air polluFon
contribuFng to today’s hiatus? Despite quadrupling of
Chinese coal consumpFon, SO2 controls are working.
Good for polluFon, bad for climate

Kauffmann, R.K., et al, Reconciling Anthropogenic Climate Change With
Observed Temperature 1990-‐2008,

PNAS,108, 29,11790-‐11793, doi: 10.1073/pnas.1102467108
Slow Moving Volcano

Mt. Pinatubo, Philippines





Did the Oceans Bury the AddiFonal Heat?
The great ocean conveyor belt

Image Source: (NOAA) Climate.gov



PotenFal Heat SequestraFon Regions
Places where conveyor belt surface waters sink

La Nina

Figure Courtesy of USC earth sciences

La Nina



La Nina: Westward trade winds in the tropical Pacific strengthen, causing warmed surface
water to pile up in the Western Pacific. The warm water plunges to depth there.

El Nino: Trade winds relax, gravity causes a rush of warm water back across the Pacific. The
sea surface temperature and the sea surface itself rise across the enFre tropical Pacific.

Image: US NaFonal Weather Service Jetstream

La Nina Phase









Ocean Heat Uptake
AMOC, Southern Ocean, La Nina?

La Nina

Figure Courtesy of USC earth sciences

Models suggest OHU has large atmospheric effect when concentrated at high laFtudes
Rose,B.J., et al, , The dependence of transient climate sensiFvity and radiaFve feedbacks on the spaFal

palerns of ocean heat uptake, Geophys. Res. LeDs., 41, doi:10.1002/2013GL058955



Comparing Hiatus and Pre-Hiatus Periods  
Atlantic Hiatus: mid- and high- latitude AMOC, tropical La Nina 

Pacific Hiatus: strong tropical La Nina 
  

X Chen, and K Tung Science 2014;345:897-903 
Published by AAAS 

Hiatus Pre-‐Hiatus





Polar AmplificaFon of Greenhouse Warming
Expected in earliest analyses on basic physics premises

Poles experience local greenhouse warming and GHG warming from lower laFtudes
Biggest relaFve difference from this mechanism over land in winter

VerificaFon was principal result of ArcFc Climate Impact Assessment (2005)

NASA Goddard VisualizaFon Center

1981-‐2009 Annual Average Warming Rate
Regional maximum rate 0.42C/year













One-‐year Sea Ice in Summer



ArcFc Region Ice ReflecFvity Change, 1979-‐2011
Albedo decreased from 52% to 48%

AddiFonal solar warming: 6.4 W/m2 since 1979; 4.2 W/m2 between 2001 and 2011 alone
Averaged over globe, 0.21 W/m2, ¼ of increase of CO2 forcing since 1979

Pistone, K., I. Eisenman, and V. Ramanathan, ObservaFonal determinaFon of albedo decrease caused by vanishing ArcFc sea ice,
PNAS, 111, 3322-‐3326, March 4, 2014 doi:10.1073/pnas.1318201111



Lengthening of snow-‐free season increases albedo warming
“The largest and most consistent change in snow cover is

earlier disappearance in spring”
Largest increases in duraFon on NW Pacific, Baffin, and Fenno-‐Scandian coasts

Snow, Water, Ice, Permafrost Assessment, (SWIPA), 2011

Later Snow onset, Autumn Earlier Snow melt, Spring

Change in snow-‐cover duraFon for autumn (snow-‐cover onset period)
and spring (snow-‐cover melt period) between 1972/73 and 2008/09. Red = 10 days change



ArcFc Watersheds
10% of present global fresh water flows into 1% of the ocean volume

More than half the water flowing into the ArcFc comes from just six rivers

Robert M. Holmes, Michael T. Coe, Greg J. Fiske, Tatiana Gurtovaya,James W. McClelland, Alexander I. Shiklomanov, Robert G. M.Spencer, 
Suzanne E. Tank, and Alexander V. Zhulidov, Climate Change Impacts on the Hydrology and Biogeochemistryof Arc3c Rivers

All the main sources of freshwater
entering the ArcFc Ocean are
increasing– river discharge, rain/
snow, and melFng glaciers, ice
caps, and the Greenland Ice
Sheet. An extra 7700 km3 of
freshwater – equivalent to one
meter of water over the enFre
land surface of Australia – has
been added to the ArcFc Ocean in
recent years (SWIPA, 2011).

The addiFon of fresh water on top
of salty alters thermohaline
circulaFon, and it is through the
exchange of waters through the
Bering Strait and in the AMOC
cockpit that global circulaFon
palerns can be affected.



InjecFon of
Freshwater
Into the
AMOC
Cockpit

The flow of fresher,
lighter water on top
of salty inhibits the
s ink ing o f Nor th
AtlanFc Deep Water,
one of the “pumps”
that dr ive AMOC
circulaFon.

Siberian Ouwlow







What Goes On In The
ArcFc Does Not Stay

In The ArcFc

Paradox #3: Extreme Weather
Events During Hiatus



Meridional CirculaFon of Heat
Flow of heat from equator to polar upper troposphere adds to local surface warming, and
during the winter polar night is the only source of energy that offsets radiaFve cooling

When polar regions are sunlit, surface temperature changes are amplified by sea ice and
snow advance or retreat, which changes the rate of absorpFon of radiant energy



Jet Streams
Harbingers of Weather



Jet Streams in La Nina Palern During Hiatus
Occurrence and intensity of extreme events unusually high

Polar jet meanders and blocking associated with La Nina
Subtropical jet strengthening and “pineapple express” events associated with El Nino







Jet Stream, Russian Heat Wave, Pakistani Floods
Slower propagaFon of meanders (Rossby Waves) in La Nina-‐like condiFons

Longer persistence of extremes over one area

Francis, J.A., and S.J. Vavrus, Evidence linking ArcFc amplificaFon to extreme weather at mid-‐laFtudes,
Geophysical Research LeDers, 39, L06801, doi:10.1029/2012GL051000, 2012

Kaiser, J., Dethloff, K., and Handorf, D., Stratospheric response to ArcFc sea ice retreat and associated planetary wave
propagaFon changes, Tellus A 2013, 65, 19375, hlp://dx.doi.org/10.3402/tellusa.v65i0.19375









What started the conFnuing sea ice retreat post 1996, when winter
regrowth could not make up for the previous year’s loss?

What are the seasonal and decadal impacts of a yearly progressive increase
in albedo warming due to sea ice and snow cover retreat?

Did Albedo warming, by modifying the meridional atmospheric heat flow,
indirectly strengthen the trade winds, create a La Nina bias, and keep the
Pacific Ocean surface cool?

Does changing the Equator to ArcFc temperature raFo, thereby altering the
meridional heat flow, affect the properFes of mid-‐laFtude Rossby waves
and create the blocking responsible for extreme weather events?

Did amplified ArcFc warming, by increasing freshwater runoff, freshen the
ArcFc ocean, and then frustrate NADW heat sequestraFon?

Did NADW frustraFon force thermohaline heat sequestraFon to occur in
the NAIW formaFon zone at lower laFtudes?

Has a dynamical quasi-‐equilibrium been created that might last unFl the
energy added to the climate system from ice and snow retreat stops?

A NewMeta-‐Stable Climate State?



Polar Forcing of El Nino/La Nina?
Basic palern set by seasonal variaFon of sunlight distribuFon at poles

Modulated by variable ice and snow albedo warming at poles
Transport in Ferrel Cell accomplished by planetary waves

Normal and La Nina
RelaFvely Warmer ArcFc
Cooler Equatorial SST

Smaller poleward heat flux
Stronger tradewinds

Pacific Ocean sequestraFon
Variable jet stream

Mid-‐laFtude blocking events

El Nino
RelaFvely Cooler ArcFc
Warmer Equatorial SST

Larger poleward heat flux
Weaker Trade winds

Pacific Ocean sequestraFon fails
Smoother jet streams
“Pineapple express”



How does the division of Hadley Cell energy between the trade winds
and poleward heat transport depend on ArcFc Albedo warming?

England, M.H., et al, Recent IntensificaFon of Wind-‐driven CirculaFon in the Pacific and the Ongoing Warming Hiatus,
Nature Climate Change 4, 222–227 (2014) doi:10.1038/nclimate2106





Permafrost





Possible Tipping Point
Will ArcFc Warming release globally significant amounts of methane to the atmosphere?

On per-‐molecule basis, methane = 23xCO2



Land
Walter-‐Anthony, et al, Geologic methane seeps
along boundaries of ArcFc permafrost thaw and
melFng glaciers, Nature Geoscience, 2012, doi:

10.1038/ngoe1480

Undersea
Shakhova, N., et al, EbulliFon and storm-‐induced
methane release from East Siberian ArcFc Shelf,
Nature Geoscience, 7, 64-‐70, 2014 doi: 10.1038/

ngeo2007

Methane Seeps





Great Alaskan Wildfires of 2007

Normally, the tundra is wet in summer because of permafrost melt
below, but 2007 was excepFonally hot and dry. The wildfires that year
consumed 50 years of vegetaFon growth in the burn area and put as
much CO2 into the atmosphere as the state’s vegetaFon absorbs in a
year. If such fires recur once every 100 years, ecosystem can recover. If
they recur every 10 years, all bets are off.





Social, Economic, and PoliFcal
Impacts of

ArcFc Climate Change







ReducFons in sea ice alter food availability for many species from polar bear to walrus, make hunFng less safe for Alaska
NaFve hunters, and create more accessibility for ArcFc Ocean marine transport. Photographs by Gary Hufford and
Carleton Ray; Caleb Pungowiyi; and Patrick Kelley.



Europe-‐Pacific shipping distance reduced by 40% Churchill, Manitoba: high hopes for its seaport

Northern Sea
Route and

Northwest Passage
The length of the naviga3on season
may double by 2050, perhaps earlier






